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Cosmic rays muon detectionon the earth surface  
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S u m m a r y . The result of experiments on the selection of 
cosmic ray muons by the amplitude analysis of signals in three 
different variants of plastic detectors are presented. For this 
purpose the 512-channel analyzer of gamma spectrometer 
«RITM-S», attended with a computer, was used. Fig. 7. Ref. 
20. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cosmic rays (СR) were discovered in 1912 by 
austrian scientist V.F. Hess. At getting up on a 
balloon he find that as far as the increase of height 
ionization of atoms of air grows above Earth. Such 
growth of ionization with a height could be caused 
only the particles of extraterrestrial origin [Berezinsky 
1990, Ginsburg 1996, Hayakawa 1973]. 

Muons are formed mainly due to the decay 
of pions and kaons produced at the collision of 
particles of primary cosmic rays with nuclei of the 
atmosphere atoms. Their inhibition caused only 
electromagnetic losses in the main ionization 
[Bugaev 1970, Murzyn 1988]. The average muon 
energy loss in the material (1). 
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The coefficient B (E) is additively consist of 
bremsstrahlung losses, losses of electron-positron 
pairs creation and nuclear loss. For cosmic-ray 

muons to assume that the energy loss is about 2 
MeV in one g/cm2 matter [Murzyn 1988]. 
Therefore, the muons flux is the penetrating 
component of cosmic rays. Even at relatively low 
energy ~ 10 GeV muon can not just go through the 
entire  atmosphere earth's, but also to penetrate 
deep into the earth. The maximum depth at which 
detected the highest energy muons is about 8600 m 
in terms of water equivalent. 

CR intensity observed at the Earth's surface 
can be affected by both processes on the Sun and 
in interplanetary space and in the Earth 
magnetosphere and atmosphere. Therefore study of 
CR muon flux in different parts of the Earth 
surface are very important both theoretical and 
applied  investigations [Barabashina 2007, Borog 
2005, Ermakov 2003, Filimonov 2007, Khaerdinov 
2005, Kudlenko 2010, Lidvansky 2003, Sopin 
2011, Voytenko 2008, Yanchukovsky 2006]. 

CR is very useful to arise the interest of 
science among students of high schools. Lately the 
row of projects appeared such as Roland Maze  (on 
the name of one who announced the discovery of 
extensive air shower ) [Feder 2006], CROP ( 
Cosmic Ray Observatory Project) [ Hansen 2004 ], 
SCROD (School Cosmic Ray Observatory 
Outreach Detector) [Swain 2005] and other, 
supposing synchronous work of simple detectors of 
second CR in many educational establishments in 
the different points of earthly surface. The 
principle aim of the projects is education, but there 
is potential for contribution to cosmic ray physics 
as well.  

The purpose of the paper is the separation by 
the amplitude analysis of signals from muons in 
three different detectors based on 
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polymethylmethacrylate with scintillating 
additives. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As sensors muon detectors of cosmic 
radiation is convenient to use plastic scintillators. 

The sensing element of the first detector, 
which is used by the muon telescope [Kudlenko 2009], 
has an area of approximately 600 cm2 and 2 cm 
thickness (fig. 1). Dimensions are in cm, and also 
marked the point to determine the sensitivity of the 
detector on the surface. 

 

 

Fig. 1. First type detector  

Flashes of light perceived by the 
photocathode of photomultiplier tube PMT-92 type  
mounted on the lower of the end faces of the 
scintillator. Other plates of cintillator painted white 
based on MgO, which increases the light 
collection. Photomultiplier with a scintillator 
placed in light-tight aluminum housing. In the 
body there are also high-voltage divider and 
preamplifier. To obtain the amplitude distribution 
of the pulses from the output of the detector, we 
used a 512-channel analyzer for gamma 
spectrometer "RITM-S", paired with the computer 
[Vorobjov 2010]. 

The amplitude spectrum of the signals at the 
output of the first detector from background 
signals in the laboratory, some of which are caused 
by cosmic-ray muons, is presented in  fig. 2. 
Signals in the "tail" of the spectrum can be 
attributed to muons, but the peak of the 
characteristic muon are not talking. 

The measurements were carried out after we 
were unable to reliably fix the flux of cosmic ray 
muon by the second type detector . It scintillator of 
the same thickness, 70·70 cm size through the air 
gap is viewed by one photomultiplier FEU  - 139 

types, geometrically located at the top  of the right 
pyramid, which is the basis of the scintillator.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Amplitude spectrum of signals for the first type 
detector 

In the amplitude spectra of the detector 
signals, one of which is shown in fig. 3, there is an 
intense low-energy component.   

 

 

Fig. 3. Amplitude spectrum of signals for the second type 
detector  

To separate the signal from muons 
discrimination threshold signal amplitude should 
be chosen so that the count rate was slightly lower 
than the calculated values, and at the absence of 
significant variations of the cosmic rays by the 
Gaussian. In other words, the count rate in these 
conditions should be constant within the statistical 
error. Achieve this, we have not succeeded. We 
plan to improve light collection and use PMT  with 
larger  photocathode area. 

In the third type of detector, two 
photomultiplier tubes PMT-110 type with 
photocathode 63 mm diameter, working on a 
common load, view, one of the ends of the plastic 
scintillator with dimensions of 50 x 50 x 10 cm 
[Voytenko 2008]. 

The amplitude spectrum of the background 
signal of this detector is shown in fig. 4. 

He has a pronounced peak in the muon 
energies loss greater than 10 MeV. Continuous 
recording of the signals in this area was carried out 
by us during the month. In those days, when the air 
pressure gradually increases or decreases, we 
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clearly fixed rate accounts known correlation with 
atmospheric pressure. [Kudlenko 2010]. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Amplitude spectrum of signals for the third type 
detector  

It follows from the results that, in the 
amplitude spectra  the signals from the CR-muons 
can be divided into a third type of detector. 

These results, however, do not mean that the 
use of detectors with a scintillator of 2 cm  
thickness to detection of cosmic ray muons is very 
problematic. 

For example, creating a telescope (fig. 5) of 
the detectors of the first type, in which the end of 
the scintillator is in contact with the photocathode 
of the photomultiplier, we can fix the vertical flow 
of cosmic ray muons and follow its variations 
[Kudlenko 2009]. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Muon telescope view  

By varying the distance between the 
detectors can be detected muons in different solid 
angles. For example, in fig. 6 presents the counting 
rate of vertical muon flux, applied to solid angles 
of 0.5 and 1.5 sr. This constancy is typical of most 
series of measurements in the absence of magnetic 
storms and other causes significant variations in 
the flux. 

 

Fig. 6. Muon count rate  for  vertical flux in solid angles 0,5 
and 1,5 sr 

Interesting results were obtained in Lugansk 
(48.6 ° N, 39.3 ° E) by this telescope set at July 13, 
2012. In this rainy day with squally wind above the 
muon telescope were two thunderstorms. They are 
fixed at 13 hours and 20 minutes, for about 20 
min.duration , and at 15 hours 40 min. about 25 
minutes duration. Count rate of the vertical muon 
flux at five minute intervals sharply increased 
during the storm (fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7. Response of the muon flux on passing of thunderstorm 

This fact has become for us an interesting 
surprise. To understand the "fine structure" of 
increase, the software was adapted and improved 
protection against false coinsides. However, 
thunderstorms in summer 2012 in Lugansk was not 
observed after July 13. Therefore, presented  the 
"storm"  data we considered preliminary and 
require further study. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. CR muon flux at Earth's surface depends 
on the atmospheric parameters. 
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2. A possible cause of these variations may 
also be anomalies in the Earth's magnetosphere and 
thunderstorms. 

3. For CR- muons is preferable to use 
detectors of thick plastic scintillators viewed 
directly PMP. 
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РЕГИСТРАЦИЯ МЮОНОВ КОСМИЧЕСКОГО 
ИЗЛУЧЕНИЯ НА ПОВЕРХНОСТИ ЗЕМЛИ 

Василий Кудленко, Сергей Воробьев 

Аннотация. Представлены результаты экспериментов 
по выделению мюонов путем амплитудного анализа 
сигналов в трех различных вариантах пластиковых 
детекторов. Для этого использовался 512-канальный 
анализатор гамма-спектрометра «Ритм-С», сопряженного 
с компьютером. Рис.7. Ист.20 
Ключевые слова : космические лучи, мюон, 
пластиковый детектор. 
 
 


